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SUMMARY
Autonomous hydrophones arrays are an excellent tool for monitoring mid-ocean ridge seismic
activity. The major advantage of using arrays of autonomous hydrophones for recording deepocean ridge earthquakes is its low magnitude detection thresholds achievable using hydroacoustic techniques. Regional analysis of the detection thresholds of the different autonomous
hydrophones arrays deployed along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge reveals the strong influence of the
detection threshold in the number of recorded events and it must be taken into account in any
further analysis. In this study, the analysis of both autonomous hydrophones and teleseismically detected Mid-Atlantic Ridge seismicity reveals that the background seismicity from the
relatively short recording periods of the autonomous hydrophones mimic the results of the
much longer teleseismic recording. It also reveals that seismicity generally cluster at both the
segment scale and on Mantle Bouguer Anomaly maxima. The big majority of these clusters
seem to be related to dyke intrusions and propagation along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. These
dyke intrusions interact with the mainshock-aftershock sequences. The seismic sequences
mainshock-aftershock analysis reveals that the strength of the faults is highly influenced by
the mode, or style, of faulting. Detachment faults, which are ubiquitous along the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, can produce more prolific shorter duration seismic sequences revealing faster and reduced strain releases in comparison to higher angle normal faults. This reduced strain release
is most likely to occur due to the presence of higher levels of serpentinization on detachment
faults. Higher levels of serpentenisation can also promote an aseismic transient slip on the
mainshock-aftershock sequences.
Key words: Time series analysis; Spatial analysis; Seismicity and tectonics; Rheology and
friction of fault zones; Mid-ocean ridge processes; Atlantic Ocean.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Historically, there have been few regional observations of earthquake sequences along mid-ocean ridges largely due to the limited spatial coverage provided by the global seismic networks. The
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory’s (PMEL’s) regional Autonomous Hydrophones (AuH) arrays have provided an improvement in the detection capabilities of seismicity, making it possible to
characterize the temporal and spatial earthquake patterns in remote
oceanic areas. Hydrophone earthquake source locations are derived
from distinct T-wave arrivals recorded by the AuH arrays (Fox et al.
2001). These source locations represent the point where T-wave energy enters the sound channel once this acoustic energy is radiated
into the water column from seismic phases at the seafloor-ocean in∗ Now at: The École Normale Supérieure, CNRS, UMR8538 Géologie,
Paris, France.
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terface. This energy is characterized by a Source Level (Dziak 2001;
Fox et al. 2001) which represents sound pressure in decibels at a
reference distance of 1 m from the source location. Despite the high
incidence angles that should result from the large density contrast
between seafloor and water column, T-phase conversion and propagation in the Sound Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR) channel is made
possible through low take-off angle conversion mechanisms, such as
multiple reflections (Talandier & Okal 1998), mode coupling (Park
et al. 2001) and scattering from the seafloor (Yang & Forsyth 2003).
These conversion mechanisms illustrate the complexity surrounding
T-phase excitation, making it difficult to directly estimate the magnitude, hypocentre and the physical parameters of the earthquake
(Williams et al. 2006). Despite these complexities, the low acoustic attenuation properties of the sound channel allow for a lower
detection threshold of earthquakes along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR) by 1.5 magnitude units relative to land-based seismic networks (Dziak et al. 2004b). Furthermore, Bohnenstiehl & Tolstoy
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(2003) and Pan & Dziewonski (2005) demonstrate that earthquakes
source locations recorded by four or more AuH and within the arrays are more accurate than the land based derived locations and can
therefore be used for detailed studies of the low level seismicity.
In early 1999 NOAA/PMEL laboratory deployed one AuH array (MARA) in the MAR between 16◦ N to 34◦ N (Smith et al.
2002) to improve the monitoring of the MAR seismicity, which
provides information as far south as the Walvis Ridge (Haxel
& Dziak 2005). The deployment lasted until mid 2005. The
‘Domaines Oceaniques’ laboratory deployed another AuH array
(SIRENA) in the MAR, in the region north of the Azores between 40◦ N and 50◦ N monitoring the seismicity as far north as the
Reykjanes Ridge (Goslin et al. 2005). The duration of the deployment was 15 months, ending in mid 2003. Later, within the context
of the Monitoring the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MoMAR) project, a
third AuH array was deployed south of the Azores (MARCHE).
The deployment began in mid 2005 and ended in mid 2008. The
nine years of AuH deployment along the MAR provided a comprehensive data set covering most of the northern MAR, permitting
researchers to observe major seismic crises (Bohnenstiehl et al.
2002; Dziak et al. 2004a; Goslin et al. 2005; Haxel & Dziak 2005)
and to better understand the spatial distribution of seismicity in the
MAR (Bohnenstiehl et al. 2003; Escartı́n et al. 2003b, 2008; Pan &
Dziewonski 2005; Smith et al. 2003, 2006).
This paper analyses this unique long record of seismicity to determine if the regional distribution of seismicity previously determined
from both teleseismic events and AuH deployments, with areas of
seismic quiescence and ridge sections that are very active, is maintained, or reflects instead a temporal variability. To study this, a long
wavelength comparative analysis of hydroacoustic versus teleseismic based data sets was made in the MAR from 12◦ N to 52◦ N. To
be able to evaluate variations in seismicity across space and time,
recorded in different sectors of the MAR and to interpret those
variations, the detection thresholds of the AuH catalogue needs to
be taken into account because it may vary with time according to
the geometry of each deployment. The long wavelength comparative analysis of hydroacoustic versus teleseismic based data sets was
made using declustered catalogues, meaning that we compared only
the background seismicity, not associated to time limited seismic
clusters, representative of a short period variability in the seismicity
record. With a declustered data set it was then possible to compare
the different temporal recordings of the various arrays deployed
in the MAR during the nine-year AuH experiment and compare
them to the 40-year span International Seismological Centre (2007)
catalogue obtained for the MAR.
In the 12◦ N to 52◦ N region, the MAR exhibits major features,
such as the Fracture Zones and the Azores plateau. The influence
of the Azores on the MAR has already been observed and discussed by several authors (Cannat et al. 1999; Detrick et al. 1995;
Escartı́n et al. 2001a; Gente et al. 2003; Maia et al. 2007; Lin et al.
1990; Thibaud et al. 1998). It consists of a trend of wavelengths
larger than 100 km, with larger positive to negative Mantle Bouguer
Anomaly (MBA) values as the ridge approaches the Azores and
clear modification on the ridge morphology, showing a shallower
and narrower axial valley (Cannat et al. 1999; Gente et al. 1995).
Smaller systematic features are also found at segment scale, like for
example, along-axis depth variations, MBA variations within the
segments that constitute it or the axial valley dimensions (Detrick
et al. 1995; Hooft et al. 2000; Lin et al. 1990; Searle et al. 1998;
Sempéré et al. 1995; Thibaud et al. 1998). One question this poses
is, can these major and minor features of the MAR influence its
seismicity? Another question is, are there systematic differences in

seismicity related to the two main modes of accretion identified
along the MAR, one volcanically dominated with formation of
abyssal hills, the other tectonically dominated with exhumation
of deeply derived gabbros and peridotites along detachment faults?
With the advent of the AuH monitoring of the MAR seismicity, another observed systematic feature was the temporal seismic stripes
and gaps described in Smith et al. (2003), related to regions of
the MAR with near continuos seismicity activity and zones which
are almost seismically inactive. These seismic stripe/gap pattern
was later associated with the modes of spreading and faulting in
the MAR (Escartı́n et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2006). These seismic
stripes and gaps were not observed in land based catalogues due
to their higher detection threshold. In this paper, we analysed AuH
recorded earthquake mainshock-aftershock sequences to bring additional insights to the understanding of the relationship between
modes of extension and seismic activity.
2 METHODS
In total from 1999 February until 2007 August nearly 15000 events
were located in the northern part of the MAR by three AuH arrays deployed on the MAR. They occurred in a region delimited
by the Marathon Fracture Zone near 12◦ N, the Charlie Gibbs Fracture zone near 52◦ N and a cross section region delimited by the
magnetic anomaly 3A (5.69 Myr) (Fig. 1). A land-based catalogue

Figure 1. MAR AuH recorded seismicity. Red circle clusters represent the
identified sequences. Yellow stars show the locations of the MARA AuH.
Blue stars show the locations of the MARCHE AuH. Red stars show the
locations of the SIRENA AuH.
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Figure 2. Time distance plot of all AuH recorded seismicity for the MAR. The gap which occurred between 2003 May and 2004 May, south of the Azores, is
the result of AuH technical problems during that deployment.

was also created between 1964 to the middle of 2007. International Seismological Centre (2007) (ISC) data was used for the
hypocentral locations. Global Centroid Moment Tensor Project
(http://www.globalcmt.org) based information was used for the
focal mechanisms. When referring to magnitudes, priority goes
first to Mw, second to Ms and third to mb (Bohnenstiehl et al.
2002). We thus created the most homogeneous catalogue possible,
with a common detection threshold for the studied section of the
MAR. Great-arc distances in kilometres were computed between
the event locations found by the AuH and land based networks
and an origin defined at the Azores Triple-Junction (Luis et al.
1994). The tectonic rotation poles between the different plates were
used as centres of the great arcs. Three rotation poles were used
(Sella et al. 2002): the Euroasia–North America rotation pole for
great arcs north of the Azores Triple-Junction (38.9◦ N); the North
America–Nubia rotation pole for great arcs between 14.3◦ N and
38.9◦ N and the Nubia–South America rotation pole for great arcs
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south of the 14.3◦ N. The distribution of AuH seismicity in a time
versus distance to the Azores Triple-Junction plot are shown in
Fig. 2.

2.1 Detection thresholds analysis and Gutenberg
Richter Law
Detection thresholds of AuH catalogues may be dependent on the
distance between the events and the array, topographic blockage or
illumination due to the specific nature of the T-phases (Dziak 2001;
Fox et al. 2001; Williams et al. 2006) and instrument failure during
the acquisition period. To evaluate the detection thresholds in the
AuH catalogue, a T-phase frequency-size relationship variation of
the Gutenberg–Richter Law (Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002; Gutenberg
& Richter 1944) was used:
log(n) = at + bt S L c .

(1)
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In this frequency-size relationship variation of the Gutenberg–
Richter Law, AuH Source Levels were used instead of the traditional seismic magnitudes. The Source Levels scale ranges from
∼190 to ∼240 dB. The Source Level of completeness S L c is the
minimum Source Level for which the catalogue is considered complete, n is the number of events with Source Level bigger than
the Source Level of completeness S L c , bt is representative of the
frequency-size relationship and at is dependent from the total number of events. To resolve the equation, the maximum likelihood
method was used (Ogata & Katsura 1993; Woessner & Wiemer
2005). Uncertainties in S L c and bt were estimated using a bootstrap
approach (Schorlemmer et al. 2003). The completeness is a measure of quality and detectability for a catalogue and can be used to
illustrate the temporal variations due to improvements or failures in
the sensors or environmental changes surrounding the array. Several
studies have related the more orthodox b-values to physical properties such as stress components, material homogeneity and pore
pressure (Shaw 1995; Scholz 1990). The traditional b-value varies
normally in the proximity of the value 1. More recently, high bvalue anomalies were proposed to indicate lack of homogeneity in
the analysed catalogues (Kagan 2002) (different fault mechanisms),
near field proximity to active magma chambers (Wiemer & Wyss
2002; Wyss et al. 2001a,b) and to show a dependency with the strain
regime of the fault mechanism (Schorlemmer et al. 2005). In this
case, the completeness S L c , at and bt depend on the energy liberated by the earthquake during the conversion of the seismic phases
into T-phases and on the propagation path to the sensors. Due to
the different scale range used, bt is on the order of 10 times smaller
than the b, S L c and at are several orders greater than the traditional
Mc and a. The much higher number of events recorded by the AuH
facilitates the observation of variations in the detection threshold
across space and time. This can then be used as a measure of quality
and detectability for the AuH catalogue. Fig. 3 shows the variation
in S L c both along-axis and in time.
2.2 Cluster analysis and correlation between
seismicity profiles
The Single Link Cluster technique of Frohlich & Davis (1990) and
Davis & Frohlich (1991a,b) was employed to identify discrete time
and space clusters of seismic activity within the extensive MAR
AuH and teleseismic earthquake catalogues. The process consists
of linking
√ individual events to its nearest neighbour using the metric
D = d 2 + t 2 to form sub-groups. d is the distance in kilometres
(including depth for the teleseismic catalogue) between two events
and t is the time in decimal days between two events. This association process continues by linking each sub-group to its nearest
neighbour sub-group, recursively, until the last link equals the number of events in the catalogue, minus one. Nyffenegger & Frohlich
(2000) defined the optimal D producing the best score for separating the different clusters Dbest = 0.8 D̄, where D̄ is the median
link of all links computed. Median links were computed for each
AuH array configuration. The analysis was made for events with
a Source Level bigger or equal to the completeness level and for
events recorded by at least 4 hydrophones. Using this approach,
∼ 55 per cent of the events in the analysed catalogue are considered
clustered. In Figs 4(a) and (b) the clusters were dissociated from the
catalogue. In Fig. 5, two AuH profiles were produced with different
data sets for the region between the Azores and the Oceanographer
Fracture Zone, the first the AuH1 uses MARA data and the second
the AuH2 uses data from MARCHE. The AuH final declustered
seismicity profiles result from the normalization of data from the

Figure 3. The S L c temporal and spatial variation was computed on blocks
of 500 km by cruise turnover times. This resolution was chosen so that
enough events were used to make the S L c meaningful and also to illustrate
how S L c changes between turnovers.

three different arrays to obtain an events/year versus distance curve.
This result corresponds to the background seismicity along the ridge
axis (Figs 4a,b and 5).
Following on from this process, the next step was to obtain profiles along the MAR of the distribution of the seismicity recorded
both by the AuH and the land based networks. Seismicity profiles
were then filtered using a Gaussian filter with widths varying between 100 and 300 km. Fig. 5 displays the resulting profiles for a
filter width of 200 km. The Spearman rank correlation was used to
obtain the correlation coefficient and its confidence level among the
four profiles. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is a type of
correlation coefficient that represents the relationship between two
variables that are measured on the same interval or ratio scale. The
two sets of variables are ranked separately and the differences in
rank, d, are calculated for each pair of variables. The equation is:
r =1−6

n
di2
i=1
,
n3 − n

(2)

where n is the number of paired variables (Bevington & Robinson
2003; Press et al. 1996). The Spearman rank correlation coefficient
r has low correlation for r when ≤0.3. An r between 0.3 and 0.5
represents a moderate correlation factor, while r ≥ 0.5 means the
profile correlation is high.
2.3 Modified Omori Law
The method used to identify the clusters was the Single Link Cluster
analysis, described above, but this time the declustered events were
the ones that were dissociated from the catalogue. Once again in
this analysis only events located by four or more hydrophones were
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Figure 4. (a) MAR’s teleseismicially recorded seismicity since 1964. Data obtained from International Seismological Centre (2007). Black profile is the
declustered catalogue profile. Grey profile is the full catalogue. (b) MAR’s AuH recorded seismicity since 1999. Red profile represents the declustered MARA
array catalogue. Light red profile represents the full MARA array catalogue. Green profile is the declustered SIRENA array catalogue. Light green profile is
the full SIRENA array catalogue. Blue profile represents the declustered MARCHE array catalogue. Light blue profile is the full MARCHE array catalogue.
Seismic stripes, defined as areas of near continuous seismic activity and gaps, defined as bins of 20 km with less than 4 events per year. (c) Modified figure
from Escartı́n et al. (2008) with sequences shown and respective p-values (numbers) of the sequences. Sequences recorded on detachment faulting regions
have higher p-values than the ones recorded on the abyssal hill faulting regions. The red p-value (number) is from the sequence that was recorded at 30 km
distance from the ridge.

incorporated, but no filtering was made in terms of Source Level.
An exception was made just to note the occurrence of a mainshockaftershock sequence recorded on 2007 February 13 at the MAR
segment north of the Rainbow vent field. Regions along the ridge
where clusters of earthquakes occurred were identified. Next, after
close visual inspection, the clusters of earthquakes were separated
by region from the main catalogue and cumulative number of events
time series and Source Level of the events time series were created
for each discrete seismic cluster. Visual inspection of these time series reveals the candidates to be classified as mainshock-aftershock
sequences (Figs 6c, d–13c, d) used in the Modified Omori Law.
Middle to large magnitude earthquakes generally produce aftershocks that are clustered in space and time around the mainshock and are generally referred to as mainshock-aftershock sequences. Analysis of the sequences was done using the Modified
Omori Law (Kisslinger 1996; Utsu et al. 1995) and the Bohnenstiehl
et al. (2002) size-frequency relationship for T-phases. The Modified
Omori Law states that a mainshock at t = 0 triggers an aftershock
that in turn triggers its own aftershocks and so on till the stresses
are relieved from the focal area.
In a seismic sequence a mainshock triggers aftershocks with an
occurrence rate that decreases with time according to:
n=

K
.
(c + t) p

(3)

Where n is the cumulative number of earthquakes having occurred
at time t after the mainshock, K is a constant that reflects the total
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number of events within the sequence and the size of the mainshock, c reflects the rate of activity within the earliest part of the
earthquake sequence, t is the time and p is the aftershock rate decay.
This formulation gives the characteristic Modified Omori Law and
suggests an interpretation of the aftershock decay rate of the fault
in terms of changes in strain.
The aftershock decay rate clearly reflects the process of relaxing
strain concentrations produced by the main fault rupture (Scholz
1990). Several authors have suggested that regions with higher
crustal temperatures have a higher likelihood of being subjected to
more rapid strain release and thus inducing p-values greater than 1
(Kisslinger 1996; Rabinowitz & Steinberg 1998; Klein et al. 2006).
A general state-variable constitutive formula for the occurrence rate
of earthquakes with changes in the lithospheric strain properties was
proposed by Dieterich (1994).
The Ogata & Shimazaki (1984) method was used to fit the Modified Omori Law and a bootstrap approach was used to estimate errors in its parameters (Wiemer et al. 2002). This method allows the
characterization of sequences that contain secondary aftershocks—
following a major aftershock—that would change the rate at which
the strain is released. It consists of fitting the seismic sequences by
comparing four models. In the first model, the p, c and K are calculated for only one sequence. In the second model, two sequences
are considered where p and c are the same in the two sequences and
only K changes. In the third model, two sequences are considered
where p is the same in the two sequences and where c and K change
from one sequence to the other. In the fourth model, two sequences
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Figure 5. From left to right: (a) MAR’s MBA (Thibaud et al. 1998; Maia et al. 2007) and filtered profile using a 200 km path filter. (b) and (c) AuH recorded
events per year. The differences are: (b) MARA array data used for the region between the Oceanographer Fracture Zone and the Azores; (c) MARCHE array
data used for the region between the Oceanographer Fracture Zone and the Azores. Red and green lines are the filtered profiles of the AuH seismicity using a
200 km path Gaussian filter. (d) Teleseismically recorded events in the last 40 years with its 200 km path Gaussian filtered profile represented by the fat black
line. (e) Joint representation of all the filtered profiles. Yellow circles show the regions more seismically active of this part of the MAR.

are considered and p, c, and K are different in the two sequences.
The model that best fits the data was chosen following the Akaike
Information Criterion:
AI C = (−2){max log(L)} + 2k.

(4)

Where L is the likelihood function and k is the number of free
parameters (Akaike 1973; Ogata 1983). The Akaike Information
Criterion is not a measure of the goodness of fit of the chosen
model, it is the parameter used to choose the best model. So the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used (Marsaglia et al. 2003; Miller
1956) to obtain a statistical goodness of fit between the model
and the data. Using this test all Modified Omori Law fittings with
a 95 per cent or higher confidence level were interpreted. The
Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness of fit test statistic is defined as:
K Sstat = max |Fn (x) − F(x)|.

from the mainshock coda duration and/or complex nature of the
aftershocks (Nyffenegger & Frohlich 1998; Ogata 1983). To avoid
this, T min was found to best fit the data in the period [T min , T max ].
Once the seismic sequences were discriminated, only sequences
chosen with more than 40 events were retained, to ensure that S L c
and the bt were meaningful (Wiemer & Wyss 2002). For the Modified Omori Law calculations, only events with Source Levels bigger
than the S L c were taken into account, as the p-value is independent
of the earthquake magnitude only when the size of the events are
bigger than S L c (Utsu et al. 1995). Using these parameters, it is
possible to compare p-values from sequences detected by different
arrays and different regions of the MAR. Following the discussion
above, the S L c , bt and p-value estimates will be used to characterize
the earthquake mainshock-aftershock sequences.

(5)

Where Fn (x) and F(x) are the cumulative distributions of the
data and model distribution tested. K S stat varies between 0 and 1,
is a function of the difference between the data and the model and
depends on the number of samples in the distribution.
The Modified Omori Law parameters can be biased if we assume
the starting time of the sequence T min = 0, due to the difficulty in
detecting aftershocks in the first moments of the sequence, resulting

2.4 Mainshock-aftershock sequences distributions
Hydroacoustically derived source locations used to identify earthquake sequences on the MAR were plotted in multi-beam
bathymetry (Goslin et al. 1999; Smith et al. 2006; Thibaud et al.
1998) and MBA grids (Maia et al. 2007; Thibaud et al. 1998).
This allows us to first, identify the ridge structures that are able
to cause this kind of seismic activity and, second, correlate the
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Figure 6. Two sections of the MAR north of the Azores using bathymetry obtained by Goslin et al. (1999). They illustrate the relationship between seismicity
rates and modes of accretion. Asymmetric sections of the MAR are more seismically active than the symmetric sections. White segments are the MAR segments
(Maia et al. 2007). Red segments represents symmetric accretion, blue segments represents asymmetric accretion, red dashed curves are ridgeward initiation
of abyssal hills and black dashed curves are ridgeward initiation of detachment. (a) Section from 41◦ N to 42.125◦ N. (b) Section from 43.75◦ N to 44.75◦ N.

primary influence in terms of thermal regime and/or fault regime
in the earthquake sequence’s decay rate. The MBA narrower wavelength component is used to map local (segment scale) crustal thickness variations (Detrick et al. 1995; Maia et al. 2007; Lin et al. 1990;
Thibaud et al. 1998).
The dimensions of the axial valley along a segment may be the
parameter that more closely reflects the mechanical properties at the
ridge axis (Cannat et al. 1999; Thibaud et al. 1998). The method
of Thibaud et al. (1998) was the one used to calculate the width
and depth of the axial valleys. In this method both the depth of the
axial valley and the width of the axial valley are defined on one
transverse profile and correspond respectively to the average height
of the two walls between the inner floor and the crest of the median
valley and the distance between the summit of the first steep walls
on both sides of the axis. In this way, the axial valley depth and
width will be used as parameters to evaluate the thermal state of
the studied sequence’s segments. To interpret the spatial distribution of the seismic sequences along the MAR segmentation, the
segmentation of Maia et al. (2007) was used between 40◦ and 45◦ N,
Thibaud et al. (1998) between 15◦ and 40◦ N and Smith et al. (2008)
between 12◦ –15◦ N. To have an estimate of the spatial location of
each sequence with respect to the ridge morphology, the mean depth
of the T-phase locations and the distance from the sequence mean
position to the closest segment axis were calculated (Table 1).
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3 R E S U LT S
3.1 Detection limits and uncertainties of AuH arrays
A first comparative analysis was made between the declustered land
based catalogue and the declustered AuH catalogues that included
events localized by three hydrophones. This first approach clearly
showed a worse correlation between these seismicity profiles in
comparison to the later analysis made using AuH catalogues composed of events recorded by at least four hydrophones (Section 3.2).
Correlations values between ISC and AuH1 varied between 0.3 and
0.4 (99.95 per cent confidence level) on the 100–300 km wavelengths. Correlations between ISC and AuH2 varied between 0.4
and 0.5 (99.95 per cent confidence level) on the 100–300 km wavelengths. This poorer correlation was clearly viewed both visually
and through the Spearman rank analysis. This was conclusive in
the decision to leave out of all analyses all events recorded by three
hydrophones.
There is an apparent decrease from 200 to 600 km in the seismic
activity (red MARA dots) south of the Azores (Fig. 2). This apparent decrease in seismicity existed only when the MARA array was
active and disappeared when the hydrophones were moved north
to the MoMAR region. Fig. 3 shows that for the MARA array the
detection threshold S L c is higher for the region between the Azores
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Figure 7. (a) Seismic sequence that started on 1999 April 6. Black circles are AuH recorded earthquakes.White stars are land based detected earthquakes.
White segments are the MAR segments (Thibaud et al. 1998). Red segments represents symmetric accretion, blue segments represents asymmetric accretion,
red dashed curves are ridgeward initiation of abyssal hills and black dashed curves are ridgeward initiation of detachment as defined by Escartı́n et al. (2008).
Spreading mode and position across the segment is referred to in the picture. (b) MBA plot. (c) Modified Omori Law fit. (d) Source Level distribution across
time. (e) Frequency-size relationship.

and the Oceanographer Fracture Zone. This increase in the S L c can
go to a maximum value of 15 dB on the ∼190 to ∼240 dB T-phase
scale range of energy. This suggests that this apparent decrease in
seismicity is likely due to a deficient coverage of this region by the
MARA array. The teleseismically recorded seismicity between the
Oceanographer Fracture Zone and the Azores does not show any of
the dramatic decrease in the seismicity rate that were observed by
the MARA array. Furthermore, the AuH2 profile using data from
MARCHE for the region between the Azores and the Oceanographer Fracture Zone correlates best with ISC than the AuH1 that uses
the MARA data (Fig. 5). Spearman rank correlations between ISC
and AuH1 varies between 0.4 and 0.5 on the 100–300 km wavelengths. Correlations between ISC and AuH2 varies between 0.6
and 0.7 on the 100–300 km wavelengths. All correlations were inside the 99.95 per cent confidence level. This can be used as an
additional argument to the coverage problems of the MARA array
on the region south of the Azores until the Oceanographer Fracture
Zone.
The seismic stripe-gap pattern was not observed between the
Azores and the Oceanographer Fracture Zone (Figs 2 and 4b). This
can be due to relatively poorer locations obtained by the MARCHE
array for this region (T.-K. Lau, personal communication, 2007).

Fig. 3 also shows a clear decrease in the S L c for the MARCHE
array for the period after 2006 July. In this case the S L c strong
variation between the two service cruises is caused by the fact that
during the first deployment period the MARCHE array functioned
as a four hydrophone array and that during the second deployment
it was reduced to a three hydrophone array. Both hydrophone specifications and deployment locations remained the same in these two
cases. This may be explained by the way the Source Level is computed by the T-phase analysis software (Dziak 2001; Fox et al. 2001)
where Source Level is the mean value of all the source levels computed by each hydrophone. It also is a clear sign of the complexity
of the propagation of the T-phases in this area.
North of 47◦ N (∼1350 km) there is a huge seismic gap (Fig. 2)
and a major difference in seismicity levels between the AuH and
the teleseismic catalogues for the Charles–Gibbs Fracture Zone
(Figs 4a and b). This seems to suggest that this area is at the edge
or beyond the best AuH array detection capacity. Also, the region
near the Oceanographer Fracture Zone, reveals a high level teleseismic recorded seismicity, that contradicts the AuH records. This
can reveal that the Oceanographer Fracture Zone region is at the
extremity of the best detection capacities both for the MARA and
MARCHE arrays.
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Figure 8. Seismic sequence that started on 2000 February 18.

3.2 Regional analysis of seismicity
North of the Azores eight areas span high levels of seismic activity across the AuH acquisition period (Figs 2 and 4b). Sections 50◦ N (∼1250 km), 48.6◦ N (∼1125 km), 47.8◦ N (∼1025 km),
46◦ N (∼825 km), 45.3◦ N (∼700 km), 44.5◦ N (∼625 km) (Fig. 6),
43.8◦ N (∼550 km) and 41.6◦ N (∼300 km) (Fig. 6). With the exception of the section 41.6◦ N which shows a clear time variability in
the level of seismicity, all the other sections have a near continuous
level of seismic activity that took place during the AuH acquisition.
Sections with a near continuous level of seismicity are the sections that reveal permanent regular seismic activity in time, scoring
highly on the 20 km bin number of events histogram. The areas with
near continuous seismicity also show some time variability in the
base level of seismicity. This time variability in the base level of
seismicity represents nearly half of all activity and, in fact, the most
active sections of this part of the MAR are the sections where it
occurred.
Figs 2 and 4(b) also show seismic gaps along the north part of the
MAR. Seismic gaps are defined as sections that scored less than four
events per year on the 20 km bin histogram. Major seismic gaps occur at 48.5◦ N (∼1075 km), 46.3◦ N (∼850 km) 45.7◦ N (∼775 km),
44.7◦ N (∼675 km), 44.2◦ N (∼600 km) (Fig. 6), 43.2◦ N (∼475 km),
42.5◦ N (∼400 km) and 41.3◦ N (∼250 km) (Fig. 6).
North of the ∼200 km region the MAR reveals a segmentation
with well defined axial valleys (Maia et al. 2007), that are gener
C
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ally associated with a intermediate to cold thermal regime (Cannat
et al. 1999; Thibaud et al. 1998). Inspection of the bathymetry for
the seismic stripe-gap pattern reveals that the seismically active regions, in comparison to inactive sections, are generally associated
with stronger asymmetric morphologies which are themselves generally associated with a more asymmetric type of accretion (Fig. 6).
This observed type of seismic activity mimics the spatio-temporal
stripe/gap distributions observed south of the Oceanographer Fracture Zone (Smith et al. 2003), which were later linked to different
modes of ridge accretion (Escartı́n et al. 2008).
The three years of extra observation for the region south of the
Oceanographer Fracture Zone show the same spatial/temporal patterns as the ones observed by Smith et al. (2003) in the first two
years of observation. Eleven regions were identified as seismic gaps
and twelve regions including nearby regions of the Hayes, Kane
and Oceanographer Fracture Zones were identified with stripes of
seismic events.
Visual inspection of both the AuH2 (with events recorded by at
least four hydrophones and data from the MARCHE array) (Fig. 5)
and teleseismically recorded seismicity declustered profiles reveal
a remarkable similarity. This similarity is reinforced by the strong
correlation coefficients obtained in the Spearman rank analysis (0.6
to 0.7 on the 100–300 km wavelengths). Fig. 5 shows that the continuous seismicity signature of the MAR recorded in the 40 year
catalogue obtained from the teleseismic records is equally well represented by the much smaller time span of the AuH arrays. This
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Figure 9. Seismic sequence that started on 2000 October 5.

implies that it is possible to infer with only a few deployments
of temporally limited AuH arrays across different time periods
(SIRENA array deployment lasted slightly more than one year)
these continuous rates of seismic background activity on different
sections of the MAR. It is also possible to observe that both the AuH
and teleseismic arrays observed the same patterns of background
seismic activity despite the different detection thresholds between
the two (AuH arrays have a much lower detection threshold than
land based arrays for these sections of the MAR).
Spearman rank correlation coefficient shows a poorer similarity
between AuH2 and the MBA profiles (Fig. 5). Correlation coefficient varies between 0.4 and 0.5 on the 100–300 km wavelengths.
Despite this poorer correlation the visual inspection of the profiles
reveal that some features of the MAR that influence the MBA also
influence the seismic rates. It shows that MAR’s seismicity levels around the Azores (±200 km) are very low both for the AuH2
and ISC and follow the trend of the MBA. This can be seen as
an additional result of the influence that the Azores has on the
rheology of the nearby ridge. In the same way, the Azores influences the MAR’s morphology, indicated by the very shallow and
narrow axial valley around this zone (Cannat et al. 1999; Detrick
et al. 1995; Thibaud et al. 1998). North of the Azores two broad
regions (45◦ N and 48◦ N) reveal high levels of seismicity, in these
two regions (1 and 2 in Fig. 5e) a lack of multi beam bathymetry
limited further interpretation. South of the Azores six broad regions
reveal high levels of seismicity. The first is the region known as
MoMAR (Fig. 5e), home to the highest known density of hy-

drothermal sources in mid oceanic ridges (Desbruyères et al. 2001;
Humphris et al. 2002). These high levels of seismicity may be
explained by the link shown by Escartı́n et al. (2008) between
hydrothermal sources and detachment faulting. The region 3 in
Fig. 5(e) is associated with the Atlantis massif and the Lost City
vent field (Blackman et al. 2002; Kelley et al. 2005). A clear association between the detachment fault region associated with the
core complex that justifies the high regional MBA and high levels
of seismicity. The region 4 in Fig. 5(e) is a region associated with
a non transform offset (29◦ N), with high levels of seismicity occurring on both sides of the inside corner part of the offset. Two
seismic mainshock-aftershock sequences were also recorded in this
region. This region presents both abyssal hill faulting at its north
and detachment fault structures in the south (Escartı́n et al. 2008).
The region 5 in Fig. 5(e) is associated with a region that includes the
TAG vent field (deMartin et al. 2007; Sohn et al. 2009). Again, the
high levels of seismicity are linked to a region where detachment
faults are known to exist. One mainshock-aftershock sequence was
recorded in the region. The region 6 in Fig. 5(e) is located close to
the Kane Fracture Zone and includes the Kane ocean core complex
and the Snake Pit vent field (Dick et al. 2008; Gente et al. 1991; Tucholke et al. 1998). This region features abyssal hill structures to the
north, where two mainshock-aftershock sequences where recorded
and detachment fault structures in the south, where one mainshockaftershock sequence was recorded. High levels of seismicity and a
regionally high MBA are associated with the oceanic core complex.
Finally, the Logatchev region (7 in Fig. 5e), in the southern proximity
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Figure 10. Seismic sequence that started on 2001 January 12.

of the 15◦ 20’N Fracture Zone (Smith et al. 2008). This region also
reveals a regional high MBA linked to a region with a high density
of oceanic core complexes. One mainshock-aftershock sequence
was recorded in this region.
3.3 Mainshock-aftershock sequences
The declustering process revealed more than 100 clusters all along
the studied MAR region. Based on criteria described earlier, 10
new hydroacoustically derived mainshock-aftershock seismic sequences were identified in the last seven years of observation and
were analysed using the methodology referred to above. These were
interpreted with the two sequences reported in Bohnenstiehl et al.
(2002) and the one reported in Dziak et al. (2004a). For the thirteen
sequences, the previously described methodology was used to obtain frequency-size relationships (Table 2) and to fit the Modified
Omori Law (Table 3). Two of the sequences need to be viewed as
special cases and will not be interpreted in terms of the Modified
Omori Law. The first is the sequence recorded on 2001 March that
was located well outside the MARA array (Dziak et al. 2004a). The
second, the sequence recorded on 2007 February, was only recorded
in its entirety by three hydrophones during the second deployment
of the MARCHE array.
Detected sequences occurred across the entire range of morphological features on the MAR. Sequences were recorded inside the
axial valley (Figs 8a, 9a and 10a), or on segment flanks (Figs 7a,
11a, 12a, 13a and 14a). The sequence recorded in 2004 April in
C
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dicates that the ridge lithosphere can be broken by active faulting,
up to distances as great as 30 km from the ridge axis (Fig. 14a
and Table 1). Figs 1 and 4(c) clearly indicate that most of the
sequences were recorded between the Hayes and Kane Fracture
Zones. This is not an artefact in the data that could be explained
by the AuH having increased sensitivity in this region compared to
other areas, as will be shown later when size frequency is discussed.
The seismic sequences were recorded on segments with relatively
wide (12–26 km) and deep (632–1561 m) axial valleys (Table 1).
Despite considerable differences between segments’ axial valley
dimensions, all segments reveal an intermediate to cold thermal
state (Thibaud et al. 1998). MBA grid plots of the sequences show
that in all cases, sequences occurred on colder parts of the gravimetric segmentation (Figs 7b to 14b). This seems to play well with the
fact that the observed crustal thinning for typical bull’s eye MBA
segments is larger than the MBA anomaly would imply, suggesting that this typical segment end crust is less dense than the crust
toward the centre (Tolstoy et al. 1993). This has been attributed to
preferential thinning of the denser layer 3, but could have contributions from serpentinization, greater fracturing of the crust, etc. The
lithosphere and mantle below is colder and more brittle, hence the
greater number of earthquakes observed.
The entire suite of earthquake sequences with 40 or more events
went through a frequency-size analysis. For each sequence its S L c
and bt -value (Table 2) (Figs 7e to 14e) were obtained. Seismic sequences recorded on 2000 October, 2001 January and 2001 November had most of their events located inside the axial valley at depths
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Figure 11. Seismic sequence that started on 2001 February 28.

well below the bathymetry highs of the axial valley walls (Table 1,
Figs 8a, 9a and 10a). This shows that T-phase conversion occurs as
frequently in the deep seafloor as in shallower regions, indicating
there is no significant bias in source locations due to bathymetric
variations. It also appears that S L c does not depend on the location
of the swarms inside the ridge axial valley, where the propagation
path interacts strongly with bathymetry, or within shallower regions
where the path of propagation is clearer. Moreover, the fact that
8 sequences were recorded between the Hayes and Kane fracture
zones indicates detection of swarm activity is not only related to
hydrophone detection threshold for a given region, since the S L c
for those sequences are not systematically smaller than the detection threshold of the sequences recorded in other regions. Also the
numbers of events in the sequences with a Source Level bigger than
the S L c used for the Modified Omori Law fits does not have a clear
dependence on the S L c (Table 2). This suggests that the number
of events recorded by the AuH for each sequence can be highly
influenced by the fault mechanics and/or of the seismic phases to
T-phase conversion.
It is possible to use bt -value analyses of the sequences to provide
an idea of the Source Level distribution of earthquakes. If Source
Level results mainly from the mechanics of fault failure with only
a small dependence on the seismic to acoustic conversion, it would
then be possible to observe a dependence of the bt -value on the
region’s rheology (as is the case for the b-value). A total of 11 out
of the 13 sequences have bt -values in between 0.05 and 0.10. The

sequence recorded on 2001 January had a bt -value of 0.12. This
sequence occurred very close to the ridge axis on the neovolcanic
section of the segment and on a part of the ridge where spreading
is considered to be asymmetrical and where detachment faulting
is common (Fig. 10). The sequence recorded during 2001 March
from the Lucky Strike segment, home to the Lucky Strike volcano
and where are indices of the existence of a magma chamber (Singh
et al. 2006) also has a large bt -value of 0.14. This sequence was well
recorded by land based networks due to a large number of medium
to large magnitude earthquakes (mb > 3.5). This sequence has been
interpreted as a result of intrusive magmatic activity (Dziak et al.
2004a). The fact that the two sequences with the highest bt -values
were recorded near to what is generally considered neovolcanic
sections of the MAR seems to suggest a connection between high
frequency-size constants and proximity to lithospheric heat sources
has observed by Wyss et al. (2001a,b). This liaison needs to be
regarded with caution due to the nature of Source Level and the
small number of examples upon which this hypotheses is based.
Generally, events occurring at the beginning of the sequences
have higher Source Levels and are directly linked to the mainshock and to stronger events. The three exceptions to this are the
2001 January sequence and the 2001 February sequence, where
land based networks did not record any event and the 2001 March
sequence where the Source Levels linked to the magnitude of the
earthquakes recorded by the land based networks were low. Although the sequence S L c calculated for this zone is relatively high,
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Figure 12. Seismic sequence that started on 2001 July 13.

it is not extreme in comparison with other sequences from other
regions (Table 2). This can indicate that there is some kind of
T-phase conversion or propagation issue for this sequence, perhaps
caused by the sequence location on a shallower region on the middle of the Azores Plateau and relatively far from the AuH array
that recorded it. This again suggests caution when interpreting the
bt -value.
From the 13 identified seismic sequences, only eight sequences
have a goodness of fit K S stat values within the 95 per cent confidence
level to allow interpretation (Table 3). Table 3 and Figs 4(c), 8(c)
and 9(c) show that four seismic sequences have extremely high pvalues (>2) and 7 are of short duration (less than 7 days). Other
studies conducted on MAR seismic sequences suggested that large
p-values can be due to exceptionally high temperatures normally
found in the ridge median valley (Bohnenstiehl et al. 2002) and that
short duration sequences may involve the migration of hydrothermal
fluids that will reduce the strength of fault zones (Goslin et al. 2005).
A recent study identified two distinct modes of accretion along the
MAR between the Marathon and Oceanographer Fracture Zones,
one involving symmetrical spreading and another asymmetrical
spreading associated with detachment faulting (Escartı́n et al.
2008). Fig. 4(c) shows the distribution of these modes of accretion and the location of the seismic sequences. Out of 10 sequences
within this section of the ridge, seven occur in association with
detachments (Figs 4c, 8a, 9a, 10a, 12a and 14a) and three with symmetric segments (Figs 4c, 7a, 11a and 13a). In general, sequences
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in detachments are of shorter duration and have a larger p-value
(1.4–2.7) than sequences in symmetric segments (1.1–1.7). We note
that the off-axis (30 km) position of the 2004 April sequence, associated with a detachment, may explain its low p-value (1.4).
The apparent dependence of p-value on type of accretion may be
explained by variations in the rheology of faults. Detachment faults
are systematically associated with hydrothermal activity (Escartı́n
et al. 2008; McCaig et al. 2007). Associated fault rocks record a
long history of fluid-rock interactions, that results in the formation
of weak mineral phases (talc, serpentinite, chlorite) that favour localization of deformation over extended periods of time (Boschi
et al. 2006; Escartı́n et al. 2003a; Schroeder & John 2004). These
detachments are also associated with exhumed peridotites that are
partially serpentinized, a material that is also weak relative to unaltered rocks (e.g. Escartı́n et al. 1997, 2001b). These lithospheric
components and in particular detachment fault rocks and associated
fluid circulation, can significantly reduce the effective strength of
faults, effectively promoting a fast strain decay and short duration
of earthquake sequences. Low p-values along faults within symmetric sections but off axis of the ridge would instead indicate that
the faults developing there are stronger and that the decay rate is
slower.
These results also suggest that the mainshock-aftershock characteristics are not reflecting overall lithospheric thickness or strength,
but that are dominated by fault rheology. There is no apparent correlation between rift valley geometry and p-value. Furthermore,
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Figure 13. Seismic sequence that started on the 2002 March 24.
Table 1. Seismic sequences locations. From the first to the last column in order. Sequences, mean sequence localizations
(Lon and Lat), T-phase excitation mean depth, mean earthquake distance to the segment axis, mean axial valley width,
mean axial valley depth and finally the sequence’s position along the axial valley and its spreading mode.
Date
1999 04 06a
2000 02 18a
2000 10 05
2001 01 12
2001 02 28
2001 03 16b
2001 07 13
2001 11 12
2001 12 13
2002 03 24
2003 08 27
2004 04 16
2007 02 13

Lon (◦ W )

Lat (◦ N )

Tdpt
(km)

Tdst
(km)

Width
(km)

Depth
(km)

Spreading mode
on/off axis

46.34 ± 0.03
46.58 ± 0.06
40.85 ± 0.07
44.67 ± 0.06
43.40 ± 0.05
32.29 ± 0.09
43.34 ± 0.04
45.50 ± 0.04
44.31 ± 0.04
46.36 ± 0.03
28.74 ± 0.09
39.36 ± 0.03
33.94 ± 0.15

24.36 ± 0.05
16.55 ± 0.09
31.61 ± 0.06
26.45 ± 0.08
28.98 ± 0.04
37.38 ± 0.15
28.64 ± 0.05
22.22 ± 0.05
26.90 ± 0.08
24.32 ± 0.03
43.78 ± 0.07
32.83 ± 0.05
36.09 ± 0.08

2.8 ± 0.5
3.6 ± 0.4
3.1 ± 0.4
3.4 ± 0.3
2.7 ± 0.3
2.3 ± 0.5
2.6 ± 0.3
3.8 ± 0.4
2.8 ± 0.3
2.8 ± 0.5
2.2 ± 0.5
2.0 ± 0.3
2.0 ± 0.5

13 ± 3
5.0 ± 4
6±4
5±5
13 ± 3
8±6
19 ± 5
7±4
18 ± 5
12 ± 3
13 ± 4
29 ± 5
11 ± 7

22
22
17
22
12
24
26
21
18
22
18
16
16

1.6
1.4
0.7
1.1
0.6
0.7
1.1
0.8
1.0
1.6
0.8
0.8
0.7

symmetric, outside corner
detachment, on axis
detachment, on axis
detachment, on axis
symmetric, Inside corner
?, on axis
detachment, off axis
detachment, on axis
detachment, off axis
symmetric, outside corner
detachment, inside corner
detachment, off axis
?, on axis

Notes. a Sequences garnered from Bohnenstiehl et al. (2002).
b Sequence garnered from Dziak et al. (2004a).

sections of the ridge with detachments (such as segment ends) may
be associated with a thicker lithosphere than symmetric segments
(e.g. Escartı́n et al. 2008; Shaw 1992). If overall strength (lithospehric thickness) were the main control on the characteristics of
earthquake sequences, we would expect that the sequences associated with detachments would show a slow decay rate, instead of the
elevated one observed.

3.4 Magmatic intrusions and transient slip
Clustered events represent ∼55 per cent of all events recorded
by the AuH. The number of events identified in the mainshockaftershock sequences represent less than 10 per cent of these. The
criteria used to select the sequences (a minimum of 40 events in
the cluster and presence of a mainshock) are of course reductive.
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Table 2. Seismic sequences and size-frequency relationship parameters.
Date
1999 04 06a
2000 02 18a
2000 10 05
2001 01 12
2001 03 16b
2001 02 28
2001 07 13
2001 11 12
2001 12 13
2002 03 24
2003 08 27
2004 04 16
2007 02 13

Events

SLc
(dB)

bt

at

Events
SL ≥ SLc

165
54
126
45
96
125
64
53
59
198
42
54
77

211 ± 2
210 ± 5
206 ± 1
206 ± 1
210 ± 2
207 ± 2
208 ± 2
202 ± 1
203 ± 1
197 ± 2
212 ± 4
210 ± 2
200 ± 2

0.09 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.00
0.12 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.00
0.07 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.02
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.05
0.05 ± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.02

21
17
16
27
32
20
20
15
21
17
19
12
19

66
31
49
29
66
52
33
44
36
155
22
33
55

Notes. a Sequences garnered from Bohnenstiehl et al. (2002).
b Sequence garnered from Dziak et al. (2004a).

Nevertheless, the numbers of earthquakes reveal that pure tectonic
activity, which are well represented by the Modified Omori Law
are just a small minority of the seismic activity recorded on the
MAR. Furthermore, five of the identified mainshock-aftershock sequences have poorer fits and where not interpreted. This poorer
level of confidence in the Modified Omori Law fits can also be seen
as a departure from the tectonic faulting style into more complex
regimes.
Fig. 15 shows two of the sections in this part of the MAR, one
north of the Azores (43.75◦ N) and the other south of the Azores
(22◦ N). The two sections reveal high number of clustered events.
In each of the sections a cluster was found to satisfy the criteria
to be included in the analysis of mainshock-aftershock sequences.
Both cases revealed Modified Omori Law fits below the 95 per cent
confidence level and the respective p-value was not interpreted. The
rest of the clustered events were too few in numbers or lacked the
mainshock to satisfy the criteria. The two different sections show
two types of seismic crises observed on the MAR. The first, the
mainshock-aftershock sequences without a clear spatial migration
of the seismicity. The second, as illustrated in (i), (j) and (k) of
Fig. 15(a), reveals variable temporal occurrence rates for the events,
which is related to the spatial migration of the earthquakes. The first

type was thoroughly discussed in the section above. The second
type of clusters with spatial migration of the earthquakes suggests
a type of seismic activity caused by dyke intrusion and where the
migration follows the propagation of the ruptures caused by the
flow of lava (Dziak & Fox 1999b; Dziak et al. 2004a, 2007). This
dyke intrusion magmatic type of activity can also occur jointly
with tectonic activity, as is the case with the well fitted sequences
recorded in 2000 February and 2001 July (Figs 8c and 12c) or with
the sequence recorded in 2003 August (Fig. 15b) where the p-value
analysis was undermine. The rates of earthquake occurrence in dyke
intrusions vary from cluster to cluster. The rates of dyke propagation
are related to the level of excess magma pressure at the dyke source,
which results from a new influx of melt from the mantle (Jaupart &
Tait 1995; Rubin 1995). This will influence the occurrence rate of
of earthquakes that will accompany the propagating cracking. The
regional crustal stress state and changes due to active faulting may
also play a role in dictating the occurrence of dyke intrusions and
the distance that they can propagate. A more brittle lithosphere may
make it easier for the dyke to initiate and propagate (Dziak et al.
2007).
The departures from the Modified Omori Law could also be
due to the connection between the detachment faults with the
hydrothermal circulation and that weak and very altered rocks can
promote the existence of aseismic transient slip, diminishing the rate
of earthquakes expected by the Modified Omori Law (Figs 8c, 9c
and 10c), thereby adding more complexity to the normal process of
tectonic rupture. This was widely observed on the oceanic seafloor
near coastal regions using GPS stations situated nearby thrust faults
on subduction areas (Cho et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2007; McGuire &
Segall 2003). Also following on from the work of McGuire et al.
(2005), Figs 8(c) and 9(c) show that those sequences present foreshocks before the mainshock, with some of them even observed
teleseismically and through no coincidence the p-value obtained for
these sequences are the greatest. In comparison to McGuire et al.
(2005) the presence of foreshocks on mid oceanic ridges were not
observed in the fracture zones as for the EPR but on segments of the
MAR. The author inferred that large earthquakes on EPR transform
faults are preceded by an extended preparation process, possibly
driven by sub-seismic transients, that can often be observed through
foreshocks and that physically link to the mainshock-aftershock sequence through stress changes driven by the aseismic slip or some

Table 3. Seismic sequences Modified Omori Law fitting parameters. Values in parenthesis (if any) are the Modified Omori Law
parameters associated to the secondary mainshock.
Date
1999 04 06a
2000 02 18a
2000 10 05
2001 01 12
2001 02 28
2001 03 16b,c
2001 07 13
2001 11 12b
2001 12 13b
2002 03 24
2003 08 27b
2004 04 16
2007 02 13b

T min (sec.)
(days)

T max
(days)

p1 (p2 )

c1 (c2 )

K1 (K2 )

AIC

KSstat (95 per cent)

0.001(-)
0.019(3.946)
0.003(-)
0.021(-)
0.005(-)
0.001(-)
0.003(1.690)
0.002(-)
0.001(-)
0.003(-)
0.002(-)
0.001(-)
0.040(-)

11.890
6.733
1.762
3.837
20.503
1.214
2.431
2.793
1.785
22.319
17.584
12.776
4.898

1.7 ± 0.3(-)
2.7 ± 0.1(-)
2.6 ± 0.5(-)
2.7 ± 0.4(-)
1.1 ± 0.3(-)
0.9 ± 0.8(-)
2.3 ± 0.6(-)
2.7 ± 0.4(-)
0.8 ± 0.6(-)
1.2 ± 0.1(-)
1.5 ± 0.3(-)
1.4 ± 0.4(-)
0.8 ± 0.6(-)

0.24 ± 0.15(-)
1.51 ± 0.28(-)
0.30 ± 0.10(-)
0.38 ± 0.15(-)
0.67 ± 0.78(-)
0.01 ± 0.46(-)
1.15 ± 0.59(-)
0.32 ± 0.06(-)
0.01 ± 0.37(-)
0.05 ± 0.04(-)
0.51 ± 0.70(-)
0.24 ± 0.33(-)
0.01 ± 0.51(-)

18 ± 7(-)
79 ± 20(18 ± 10)
10 ± 4(-)
10 ± 9(-)
20 ± 15(-)
10 ± 21(-)
48 ± 27(49 ± 23)
10 ± 2(-)
10 ± 14(-)
25 ± 4(-)
10 ± 9(-)
10 ± 15(-)
11 ± 19(-)

−288
−37
−236
−98
−80
−161
−112
−202
−167
−749
9
−35
−133

0.108(0.164)
0.182(0.238)
0.189(0.190)
0.125(0.246)
0.062(0.164)
0.129(0.238)
0.188(0.231)
0.242(0.201)
0.286(0.227)
0.058(0.109)
0.350(0.281)
0.125(0.231)
0.278(0.180)

Notes. a Sequences garnered from Bohnenstiehl et al. (2002).
b Sequences where the p-value was not interpreted (KS
stat greater than the tabled value for the 95 per cent confidence level).
c Sequence garnered from Dziak et al. (2004a).
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Figure 14. Seismic sequence that started on 2004 April 16.

other fault preparation process such as hydrothermal flow or nearby
magmatic activity.
All this complexity in the rheology of slow oceanic ridges, that is
also interconnected with the close relationship between tectonic and
magmatic activity in the formation of faulting and axial morphology
(Behn & Ito 2008; Ito & Behn 2008), suggests that seismic activity
in these conditions is very rarely purely tectonic or purely volcanic.
That said it is still clear to state that dyke intrusion activity is the
major cause for the clustered earthquake activity in the MAR and
represents nearly half of the total seismic activity.

4 C O N C LU S I O N S
The major advantage of AuH recorded earthquakes, in comparison
with teleseismically recorded earthquakes, is the lower detection
threshold that AuH arrays can provide. A size frequency analysis of
the AuH catalogues deployed in the MAR revealed that the Source
Level of Completeness can vary in a range of 15 dB in a region
of the MAR delimited by the Marathon and Charles–Gibbs Fracture zones. A region spanning more than 5000 km. This difference
in S L c can have a dramatic influence on the numbers of recorded
earthquakes. This seems to be particularly true in the region between the Oceanographer Fracture Zone and the Azores, where, for
the period up until 2005 there was a deficiency in the number of
earthquakes recorded. This deficiency was no longer observed for
the period between 2005 and 2007.

The visual inspection and correlation analysis of broad wavelength profiles of MAR’s seismicity reveal a strong correlation between declustered catalogues of the AuH recorded seismicity and
the teleseismically recorded seismicity. This shows that temporally
limited seismic monitoring experiments on the MAR can reveal the
same background seismicity patterns observed on the long term
40 year data set of teleseismic observations. The joint analysis of
the long wavelengths of the AuH and ISC seismicity distributions
reveals low levels of seismicity for a distance as far as 200 km from
the Azores that can be linked to the influence of the hotspot.
The cluster analysis of the seismicity on the MAR was carried
out with the objective of adding further data to existing work on
cluster analysis and of emphasizing seismic sequence analysis, using Modified Omori Law and frequency-size principles, to better
constrain the modes of faulting and the detection threshold issues
from different regions of the MAR. Seismic sequences occur on
segments with well developed axial valleys reenforcing the idea
that these segments are in a relatively cold thermal state. Seismic
sequences can be detected inside the axial valley or on the flanks up
to distances as great as 30 km off axis.
Frequency-size analysis suggests caution when interpreting
bt -values due to the T-phase based earthquake energy source level
dependence on the conversion of the seismic waves into acoustic
waves and on the interaction of the propagating acoustic phase
with the surrounding bathymetry. This dependence is not restrictive
though, because as shown, the number of events detected for each
sequence does not depend entirely on the detection threshold S L c
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Figure 15. (a) Time-cumulative number of clustered events for the region between 22◦ N and 22.6◦ N. i), j) and k) are examples of clustered earthquakes caused by dyke intrusion and propagation. The migration
patterns are represented. (b) Time-cumulative number of clustered events for the region between 43.6◦ N and 44◦ N. (c) 22◦ N to 22.6◦ N bathymetric plot of the clustered events. (d) 43.6◦ N to 44◦ N bathymetric
plot of the clustered events. White stars represent the teleseismically detected earthquakes and the red circles represent the mainshock-aftershock sequences earthquakes. White segments are the MAR segments
(Thibaud et al. 1998; Maia et al. 2007). Red segments represent symmetric accretion, blue segments represent asymmetric accretion, red dashed curves are ridgeward initiation of abyssal hills and black dashed
curves are ridgeward initiation of detachment as defined by Escartı́n et al. (2008).
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Figure 16. Sketch of the generic modes of faulting on one composite MAR
segment and their relation to fault strength and decay rate of earthquake
sequences. Detachment faults associated with an asymmetrical mode of
spreading have a faster decay rate. Abyssal hill faulting associated with an
symmetrical mode of spreading have a slower decay rate of earthquakes.
Stars represent seismic sequences. Sketch modified and adapted from Shaw
(1992).

and can be representative of the faulting mechanisms. This permits
T-phase detected earthquake mainshock-aftershock sequences to be
used on number rate decay with Modified Omori Law analysis.
The locations of the sequences were also analysed regarding the
segmentation and the MBA of the MAR. All the sequences are associated with higher MBA areas of the segments, suggesting that
seismic sequences are more prone to occur in regions of the MAR
with a more brittle and thinner type of crust. The crust thermal
regime does not seem to be the major influence in the earthquake
decay rate and the rheological strength of the fault region. The resulting p-values seems to be more dependent on the type of faulting
occurring in the region and seems to suggest that high anomaly
p-values are generally associated with detachment faulting created
by asymmetric accretion on the MAR and that smaller p-values are
associated with a normal abyssal hill type of faulting associated
with more symmetric type of accretion (Fig. 16). This dependence
seems to be determined primarily by the weak rheology of detachment faults relative to those found along symmetric, more magmatic
segments, as they contain weak mineral phases and may be associated with hydrothermal fluids that weaken them and promote strain
release and a fast decay.
Nearly half of the MAR seismicity seems to be related to dyke
intrusion and propagation along the ridge. This type of rupture
mechanism most likely interacts strongly with the more traditional
types of faulting. This will be reflected in the goodness of fit obtained for the Modified Omori Law analysis of the mainshockaftershock sequences. Poorer Modified Omori Law goodness of
fit of the sequences can also be explained by periods of transient
slip along the sequence. The aseismic transient slip may possibly
be having an effect on both the duration and p-values of the fitted mainshock-aftershock sequences. The existence of an aseismic
transient slip on the MAR is further justified by other studies which
revealed/explored the connection between its presence and the number of foreshocks in the mainshock-aftershock sequences recorded
on mid-oceanic ridges.
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